
The Battle for the  
Digital Content Consumer
Tech titans such as Amazon, Facebook and Google are redefining the digital video 
market. They are putting pressure on the future of the traditional media and entertain-
ment (M&E) industry by pushing a new content aggregation and distribution model— 
“super platforms”—that deliver a wide array of digital services, backed by large user 
communities and large amounts of cash. 

Fueling this market disruption is the huge demand for digital video. The popularity of over-the-top (OTT) cannot 
be denied. More than 35% of North America Internet traffic during prime hours comes from Netflix. Nearly every 
week, there is an announcement about a new service trying to carve out its own piece of the digital-video pie. 
Just recently the NFL made a deal with Twitter to stream Thursday Night Football games online.

While these developments are great for consumers—less cost, more choice and convenience and no ironclad 
pay TV contacts—they threaten traditional content providers (TV and cable networks) and aggregators (cable and 
telco companies) who lack the infrastructure of a super platform. Without a viable digital play, these parties risk 
diluting their prominence and relevance to the modern viewer.

What can these providers and aggregators do? There is no one solution that fits all. It’s about applying the 
methodology that bests helps them leverage their strengths. 

 
Youssef Tuma is a managing director and global lead for the Accenture Digital Video Business.  
For more of his blog, visit multichannel.com/Dec5.

GUEST BLOG: 

VIDEOPHILE 
‘TV’ REDEFINED 
AS LINEAR 
VIEWING DECLINES  
Among the richness of data-driven goodies in 
Ericsson’s latest Mobility Report are findings 
that provide a succinct illustration on how 
video viewing trends have shifted over the 
last six years. 

While it’s already known that scheduled 
linear-TV viewing is declining, Ericsson’s data 
shows how that gradual drop compares to the 
rise in total viewing hours per week consumers are applying toward short 
video clips and recorded linear TV. Thanks to the rise of digital, physical 
media (DVDs and Blu-rays, for instance) are also entering a trough. 

Per Ericsson’s study, total viewing of total viewing hours for scheduled 

linear TV content has dropped by 16% since 2010, while VOD viewing 
and the watching of short video clips have all jumped by 50%. 

In total, all types of on-demand now comprise 43% of active viewing. 
The bottom line: “[I]t is clear that the definition of TV is changing and 

growing—both technically and in the eyes of consumers,” Ericsson noted. 
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TECH TWEETS
“If DIRECTV Now raises the $35 a month introductory offer, it will basically be 
Vue, which has had disappointing sub numbers.”

—Phillip Swann (@SwanniOnTV) of TV Predictions on AT&T’s decision to prime the pump for DirecTV Now by offering 
a promotional price that nearly halves the cost of the service’s $60 per month, 100 channel-plus “Go Big” tier. 

“This is bigger, in 
my view, than the 
introduction of the 
U-verse product 10 

years ago when  
we entered the TV 

business from AT&T.” 
—John Stankey, CEO of AT&T Entertainment  

Group, speaking last week at a press conference 
announcing the details of new OTT TV service 

DirecTV Now. He said DirecTV Now  
is the first time in the company’s history  

that it has “control of the full stack”—the software, 
user data, the underlying platform and the end-user 

customer experience. 
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